
I-317-001

The Preferred Alternative includes several noise reduction strategies,

such as 4-foot concrete traffic barriers with noise-absorptive coating;

reducing speed limits through the Portage Bay area to 45 mph;

encapsulating expansion joints; and using noise-absorptive materials

around the Montlake and 10th Avenue East/Delmar Drive East lid

portals.   Information on noise modeling results for the Preferred

Alternative can be found in Section 5.7 of the Final EIS and the Noise

Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

Construction noise is addressed in Chapter 6 of the SDEIS, with the

range of expected construction noise given for several types of activities.

For example, non-impact construction noise would range from 82-94 dB,

pile driving from 99-105 dB, and demolition from 82-92 dB at the closest

receivers.

 

I-317-002

The Preferred Alternative would improve traffic operations and travel

times for all vehicles using the SR 520 corridor between Medina and I-5.

It would also improve local traffic operations in the Montlake interchange

area, including trips between SR 520 and the University of Washington.

Chapter 5 of the Final EIS and Chapters 5, 6 and 8 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) describe

how the No Build and Preferred Alternatives would affect freeway

operations, local traffic, and transit operations.

 

I-317-003

The completion of the SR 520 HOV lanes between Medina and I-5 as

well as providing direct access ramps at I-5 and Montlake Boulevard will

improve the transit reliability on the corridor. Additional information can

be found in the Final Transportation Discipline Report in Chapters 5 and

8.
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The SR 520 I-5 to Medina Project has also improved transit functionality

and future compatibility using several design modifications were

developed for the Preferred Alternative. The Preferred Alternative is a

design that includes several transit specific features such as the

following:

Rail compatible for several potential rail alignments•

Transit stop on the new Montlake lid•

Full SR 520 bus access to Montlake lid transit stop during off-peak

hours

•

HOV lanes on Montlake Boulevard•

Transit signal priority compatible•

These options were developed and refined through the 6392 workgroup

process that included stakeholders from the State, City of Seattle,

University of Washington, and the transit agencies.

 

I-317-004

Please see the response to comment I-317-001 regarding noise

reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative. The

Preferred Alternative would reduce the number of residences in the

Montlake area where noise levels exceeded the noise abatement criteria

(NAC), compared to the No Build Alternative (see Section 5.7 of the

Final EIS).

Generally, with the Preferred Alternative, future project-related sound

levels would be lower than the existing sound levels a. The main

locations where future sound levels exceed the NAC occur close to the

east and west sides of Montlake Boulevard both north and south of SR

520 where sound levels already exceed the NAC. In these locations

future project-related sound levels would be similar to existing levels.

There are also several locations along East Lake Washington Boulevard

that currently equal or slightly exceed (1 dB) the NAC of 67 dB and these
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would continue to equal or slightly exceed the NAC (see Exhibits 21 and

22 of the Noise Discipline Report Addendum).

 

I-317-005

Comment noted.

 

I-317-006

The analysts have not found evidence that the proposed action would

increase the probability of cumulative health problems for residents living

near the SR 520 corridor. It is true that construction of the new

Evergreen Point floating bridge and related transportation improvements

would produce local, short-term effects relating to air quality, noise,

traffic, etc. typical of all construction projects. Mitigation measures to

lessen these effects are presented in the SDEIS, and additional

mitigation measures specific to the Preferred Alternative are identified

within the Final EIS.

Additionally, mitigation measures and best management practices for

various effects are located in the mitigation sections of the addenda to

the Social Elements, Cultural Resources, Noise, Air Quality, Visual

Quality and Aesthetics, Transportation, and Recreation Discipline

Reports. The addenda are located in Attachment 7 of the Final EIS.

 

I-317-007

The Final EIS contains information on mitigation measures for

operational and construction effects incurred by the Preferred Alternative

according to the level of project design development; the level of design

development analyzed is consistent with NEPA; proposed mitigation is

consistent with applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations

(see Chapters 5 and 6 of the Final EIS). WSDOT will continue to define

mitigation measures for the project as design development moves

forward in accordance with ESSB 6392 and through  coordination with
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applicable federal, state, and local agencies through the permitting and

approval process. After the Final EIS has been issued, FHWA will

prepare a Record of Decision (ROD), which will document the course of

action it has decided upon as the federal lead agency. The ROD will

explain how the lead agencies plan to implement mitigation measures

and conservation actions in compliance with NEPA and other laws. This

will include input from the ESSB 6392 processes where appropriate for

the level of design development.

Although the ROD is the conclusion of the NEPA process, it signals the

beginning of project implementation, during which WSDOT will further

develop the engineering design for the project, including additional detail

on project phasing, construction staging, and construction techniques. At

this point, WSDOT will develop more specific designs for mitigation

measures, which will be documented in project permit approvals. These

designs will be prepared by WSDOT and FHWA, in cooperation with the

affected jurisdictions and resource agencies. In addition, WSDOT will

abide by local jurisdiction regulations for construction and will continue to

work with communities to define construction mitigation measures

through the permit and approval process. This may include seeking a

noise variance when appropriate for construction activities. WSDOT’s

commitments to mitigation determined through community coordination

and the permit and approval conditions of federal, state, and local laws

and regulations will be disclosed in the ROD (see the Fact Sheet in the

Final EIS for a list of required permits and approvals).

 

I-317-008

Comment noted.

 

I-317-009

Comment noted.
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I-317-010

The requested change was not made because this list is only an

example of some of the possible mitigation measures that were

evaluated. See the Noise Discipline Report and its Addendum in

Attachment 7 to the Final EIS for information on how the analysis

and findings were updated based on the Preferred Alternative and in

response to public comments on the SDEIS.

 

I-317-011

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate.

 

I-317-012

Please see the response to comment I-317-001 regarding noise

reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative. Quieter

concrete pavement is included as a design feature for Option A, Option

K, and the Preferred Alternative; however, because it is not an FHWA-

approved mitigation measure and because future pavement surface

conditions cannot be determined with certainty, it is not included in the

noise model for the project.

 

I-317-013

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate.

 

I-317-014

See response to comment I-317-012.

 

I-317-015

A large number of noise locations were selected for noise modeling and

from this information it was possible to determine future project-related

noise levels considering the proposed mitigation at 862 properties. 
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Thus, information on future noise levels has been developed for all the

properties that are likely to be impacted by the project.

 

I-317-016

Comment noted.

 

I-317-017

Please see the response to comment I-317-001 regarding noise

reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative. Noise walls

were recommended for specific locations with Options A, K, and L.

However, based on concerns about the effect of noise walls on visual

quality and aesthetics in the area, WSDOT has identified a number of

noise reduction strategies in the Preferred Alternative. These noise

reduction strategies would reduce noise in the Seattle portion of the

project to the point that noise walls would are not recommended with the

Preferred Alternative in this area, except potentially along I-5 in the North

Capitol Hill area where the reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall

is still be evaluated (see Section 5.7 of the Final EIS).

 

I-317-018

Retrofitting individual homes with thicker glass windows or other

measures to reduce interior noise levels are not proposed at this time. 

WSDOT has proposed a number of noise reduction strategies that will

generally reduce noise levels from existing levels throughout the

corridor.  WSDOT will continue to consider alternatives for reducing

noise during design.

 

I-317-019

Noise mitigation is not optional and must be offered to the affected

parties, whereas visual quality mitigation is discretionary. Mitigation for

an increase in traffic noise resulting from a transportation project is

covered by federal regulations. Mitigation for visual effects is not covered
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by code or regulation, and therefore mitigation options are typically

developed with community and jurisdictional stakeholders.

 

I-317-020

See response to comment I-317-015.

 

I-317-021

Please see the response to comment I-317-001 regarding noise

reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative. In the Shelby

Hamlin area specifically, the higher profile of the Preferred Alternative

provides further noise reduction. The project would reduce noise from

traffic in many parts of the Shelby Hamlin neighborhood compared to the

No Build Alternative. However, some properties close to Montlake

Boulevard would experience a slight increase in noise levels. Information

on noise modeling results for the Preferred Alternative can be found in

the Noise Discipline Report Addendum and in Section 5.7 of the Final

EIS.

 

I-317-022

Comment noted.

 

I-317-023

Comment noted. WSDOT does mitigate direct adverse effects of

transportation improvement projects. It cannot mitigate cumulative

effects such as those relating to regional population growth, except by

easing such effects where feasible through transportation improvement

projects.

 

I-317-024

A number of design refinements were included in the Preferred

Alternative to reduce negative impacts to the Montlake Historic District.

The Preferred Alternative would create some beneficial changes to the
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district, including removal of the Lake Washington and R.H. Thomson

Express way ramps, addition of a planted median on Lake Washington

Boulevard, enhancement of the boulevard to a true park boulevard,

reduction of noise levels in some areas from the Montlake lid, and from

additional public green space and connectivity from the lid. The Montlake

lid would also visually shield many of the historic properties from the

effects of the wider SR 520 roadway.

These beneficial changes would resolve some of the cumulative effects

from transportation facilities and traffic through the historic district.

WSDOT has also engaged the Montlake Community Council in further

discussions, through the Section 106 consultation process, to address

potential effects from the project. The consultation culminated with the

development and signature of a Programmatic Agreement (Attachment 9

to the Final EIS), which outlines the terms and conditions agreed upon to

resolve the potential adverse effect from construction and operation of

this project. Please see the Final Cultural Resources Assessment and

Discipline Report for more detailed information pertaining to the process

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).
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